Connect with Architecture

When minimal is optimal.

Scaling up expression

Lucid

Moxie

Create immersive experiences

Recognition re-imagined

Applaud

Inspired finishes

Coordinated accessories

Patient Room Signs

Connect to exterior architecture

For your other front door

Signify

Transit

The parking garage often provides a visitor’s first
experience of an organization. Bright and vibrant,
Transit makes a great impression – every time.

Signify exterior signage deftly connects with the
surrounding architecture’s line and materials.
Plus, it delivers durability equal to its aesthetics.

Attend Patient Room Signs communicate
precautions with clarity, security, and style..
Every detail is designed to benefit patients and
complement today’s healthcare spaces.

Attend

Our wall accessories are designed to provide you
with the creative flexibility to connect with space
and more fully unite to the elements within it.

Additions

Subtle-and-refined or bold-and-trendy,
with Ethos dimensional letters and
logos, there are more opportunities to
connect with space.

Ethos

Applaud delivers expressive recognition
displays. Any finish. Three elegant mounting
systems. Plus, Applaud saves time through
a streamlined design process.

Amplify custom-print wall coverings and
window films bring visual experience to a
new order of magnitude.

Amplify

Moxie Graphic Panels add dramatic large-scale
graphics to any space. Specify as a single panel or
multiple panels tiled together for even
bigger impact.

With glass-like clarity and understated satin
hardware, Lucid is designed to complement
premium spaces with unfussy elegance.

Vivid is image-intense signage capable
of conveying brand story in a more explicit
way than finishes alone.

It’s all about image

Vivid

Created to be a true architectural element, Fusion
connects to the aesthetic of your space through
line and finish – and to brand with printed backers
and inserts.

Fusion

You scrutinize every detail of your design. Those discerning standards inspire
us to design our award-winning products with refined aesthetics and precision
engineering. We rebel against the signage as afterthought mentality to elevate
environmental graphics to a meaningful architectural finish.

800.528.1398 takeform.net

branding space. moving people.

Brand, like personality, is a compelling
expression of character. An emotional experience.
By translating brand to space, we inspire connection.
Instill loyalty. Move people.
To us, wayfinding is empathetic.
Space as seen through the eyes of a visitor.
Confusion anticipated. Emotions understood.
Our wayfinding expertise welcomes guests.
Clarifies paths. Moves people.
Our focus is creating experiences.
Moving people through the
power of branded space and wayfinding.

